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1 IntroductionA visual cryptography scheme for a set P of n participants is a method to encode a secretimage SI into n shadow images called shares, where each participant in P receives oneshare. Certain quali�ed subsets of participants can \visually" recover the secret image,but other, forbidden, sets of participants have no information (in an information-theoreticsense) on SI . A \visual" recovery for a set X � P consists of xeroxing the shares given tothe participants in X onto transparencies, and then stacking them. The participants in aquali�ed set X will be able to see the secret image without any knowledge of cryptographyand without performing any cryptographic computation.This new cryptographic paradigm has been recently introduced by Naor and Shamir [8].They analyzed the case of a k out of n threshold visual cryptography scheme, in which thesecret image is visible if and only if any k transparencies are stacked together.The model by Naor and Shamir has been extended in [1, 2] to general access structures(an access structure is a speci�cation of all quali�ed and forbidden subsets of participants)and general techniques to construct visual cryptography schemes for any access structurehave been proposed. In [3] the authors propose k out of n visual cryptography schemesachieving a greater relative di�erence than previously known schemes. In the case of 2 outof n visual cryptography schemes the scheme given in [3] achieves the best possible valuefor the relative di�erence. Finally, in [6] it is presented a new technique to construct k outof n visual cryptography schemes.In implementing visual cryptography schemes it would be useful to conceal the existenceof the secret message, namely, the shares given to participants in the scheme should notlook as a random bunch of pixels, but they should be innocent looking images (an house,a dog, a tree, ...). As an example, let P = f1; 2; 3g and consider the access structure�Qual = ff1; 2g; f2; 3g; f1; 2; 3gg (we stipulate that all remaining subsets of P are forbidden).We would like to share the picture S in such a way that the share of participant 1 is thepicture A the share of participant 2 is the picture B , and the share of participant 3 is thepicture C . This shares distribution should have the property that when participants 1 and2, or participants 2 and 3, or participants 1, 2, and 3 stack together their transparenciesthey get the secret image S (the shares generated by an extended visual cryptographyscheme for �Qual are given in Appendix).An extended visual cryptography scheme, (�Qual;�Forb; m)-EVCS for short, with pixel\expansion"m, for an access structure (�Qual;�Forb) on a set of n participants, is a techniqueto encode n innocent looking images in such a way that when we stack together the trans-parencies associated to participants in any set X 2 �Qual we get the secret message withno trace of the original images, but any X 2 �Forb has no information on the shared image.Moreover, after the original innocent looking images are encoded they are still meaningful,that is, any user will recognize the image on his transparency.Naor and Shamir [8] �rst considered the problem of concealing the existence of thesecret message for the case of 2 out of 2 threshold VCS. Recently, Droste [6] considered theproblem of sharing more than one secret image among a set of participants.In this paper we �rst present a general techniques to implement extended visual cryp-tography schemes. Then, we give two constructions for general access structures. For k outof n extended visual cryptography schemes, we then provide an implementation achievingsmaller pixel expansion than the general constructions.2



2 Visual Cryptography SchemesLet P = f1; : : : ; ng be a set of elements called participants, and let 2P denote the set of allsubsets of P . Let �Qual � 2P and �Forb � 2P , where �Qual \�Forb = ;. We refer to membersof �Qual as quali�ed sets and we call members of �Forb forbidden sets. The pair (�Qual;�Forb)is called the access structure of the scheme.De�ne �0 to consist of all the minimal quali�ed sets:�0 = fA 2 �Qual : A0 62 �Qual for all A0 � A;A0 6= Ag:A participant P 2 P is an essential participant if there exists a set X � P such thatX [ fPg 2 �Qual but X 62 �Qual. If a participant P is not essential then we can constructa visual cryptography scheme giving him nothing as his or her share. In fact, a non-essential participant does not need to participate \actively" in the reconstruction of theimage, since the information he has is not needed by any set in P in order to recover theshared image. In any VCS having non-essential participants, these participants do notrequire any information in their shares. Therefore, we assume throughout this paper thatall participants are essential.In the case where �Qual is monotone increasing, �Forb is monotone decreasing, and �Qual[�Forb = 2P , the access structure is said to be strong, and �0 is termed a basis. (This situationis the usual setting for traditional secret sharing.) In a strong access structure,�Qual = fC � P : B � C for some B 2 �0g;and we say that �Qual is the closure of �0 (denoted by cl(�0)).For sets X and Y and for elements x and y, to avoid overburdening the notation, weoften will write x for fxg, xy for fx; yg, xY for fxg [ Y , and XY for X [ Y .We assume that the message consists of a collection of black and white pixels. Each pixelappears in n versions called shares, one for each transparency. Each share is a collection ofmblack and white sub-pixels. The resulting structure can be described by an n�m Booleanmatrix S = [sij ] where sij = 1 i� the j-th sub-pixel in the i-th transparency is black.Therefore the grey level of the combined share, obtained by stacking the transparenciesi1; : : : ; is, is proportional to the Hamming weight w(V ) of them-vector V = OR(ri1; : : : ; ris)where ri1 ; : : : ; ris are the rows of S associated with the transparencies we stack. This greylevel is interpreted by the visual system of the users as black or as white in according withsome rule of contrast. We recall the formal de�nition of VCS proposed in [1], which is anextension of [8].De�nition 2.1 Let (�Qual;�Forb) be an access structure on a set of n participants. Twocollections (multisets) of n�m boolean matrices C0 and C1 constitute a visual cryptographyscheme ((�Qual;�Forb; m)-VCS) if there exist values �(m) and ftXgX2�Qual satisfying:1. Any (quali�ed) set X = fi1; i2; : : : ; ipg 2 �Qual can recover the shared image bystacking their transparencies.Formally, for any M 2 C0, the \or" V of rows i1; i2; : : : ; ip satis�es w(V ) � tX ��(m) �m; whereas, for any M 2 C1 it results that w(V ) � tX .2. Any (forbidden) set X = fi1; i2; : : : ; ipg 2 �Forb has no information on the sharedimage.Formally, the two collections of p � m matrices Dt, with t 2 f0; 1g, obtained by3



restricting each n �m matrix in Ct to rows i1; i2; : : : ; ip are indistinguishable in thesense that they contain the same matrices with the same frequencies.Each pixel of the original image will be encoded into n pixels, each of which consists ofm sub-pixels. To share a white (black, resp.) pixel, the dealer randomly chooses one of thematrices in C0 (C1, resp.), and distributes row i to participant i. The chosen matrix de�nesthe m sub-pixels in each of the n transparencies. Observe that the size of the collections C0and C1 does not need to be the same.The �rst property is related to the contrast of the image. It states that when a quali�edset of users stack their transparencies they can correctly recover the image shared by thedealer. The value �(m) is called relative di�erence, the number �(m) � m is referred toas the contrast of the image, and the set ftXgX2�Qual is called the set of thresholds. Wewant the contrast to be as large as possible and at least one, that is, �(m) � 1=m. Thesecond property is called security, since it implies that, even by inspecting all their shares,a forbidden set of participants cannot gain any information in deciding whether the sharedpixel was white or black.Notice that if a set of participants X is a superset of a quali�ed set X 0, then they canrecover the shared image by considering only the shares of the set X 0. This does not initself rule out the possibility that stacking all the transparencies of the participants in Xdoes not reveal any information about the shared image.Let M be a matrix in the collection C0 [ C1 of a (�Qual;�Forb; m)-VCS on a set ofparticipants P . For X � P , let MX denote the m-vector obtained by considering the or ofthe vectors corresponding to participants in X ; whereas M [X ] denotes the jX j �m matrixobtained from M by considering only the rows corresponding to participants in X .We make a couple of observations about the structure of �Qual and �Forb in light of theabove de�nition. First, it is clear that any subset of a forbidden subset is forbidden, so�Forb is necessarily monotone decreasing. Second, it is also easy to see that no superset of aquali�ed subset is forbidden. Hence, a strong access structure is simply one in which �Qualis monotone increasing and �Qual [ �Forb = 2P .Notice also that, given an (admissible) access structure (�Qual;�Forb), we can \embed"it in a strong access structure (�0Qual;�0Forb) in which �Qual � �0Qual and �Forb � �0Forb. Oneway to so this is to take (�0Qual;�0Forb) to be the strong access structure having as basis �0,where �0 consists of the minimal sets in �Qual, as usual.In view of the above observations, it su�ces to construct VCS for strong access struc-tures.2.1 Basis MatricesThe constructions in this paper are realized using two n � m matrices, S0 and S1 calledbasis matrices satisfying the following de�nition.De�nition 2.2 Let (�Qual;�Forb) be an access structure on a set of n participants. A visualcryptography scheme (�Qual;�Forb; m)-VCS with relative di�erence �(m) and set of thresh-olds ftXgX2�Qual is realized using the n �m basis matrices S0 and S1 if the following twoconditions hold.1. If X = fi1; i2; : : : ; ipg 2 �Qual (i.e., if X is a quali�ed set), then the \or" V of rowsi1; i2; : : : ; ip of S0 satis�es w(V ) � tX � �(m) � m; whereas, for S1 it results thatw(V ) � tX . 4



2. If X = fi1; i2; : : : ; ipg 2 �Forb (i.e., if X is a forbidden set), then the two p � mmatrices obtained by restricting S0 and S1 to rows i1; i2; : : : ; ip are equal up to acolumn permutation.The collections C0 and C1 are obtained by permuting the columns of the corresponding basismatrix (S0 for C0, and S1 for C1) in all possible ways. Note that, in this case, the size of thecollections C0 and C1 is the same and it is denoted by r. This technique has been introducedin [8]. The algorithm for the VCS based on the previous construction of the collections C0and C1 has small memory requirements (it keeps only the basis matrices S0 and S1) andit is e�cient (to choose a matrix in C0 (C1, resp.) it only generates a permutation of thecolumns of S0 (S1, resp.)).The following lemma has been proved in [1]. We will use it in our constructions forextended visual cryptography schemes.Lemma 2.3 Let (�Qual;�Forb) be an access structure on a set P of n participants. Let C0and C1 be the matrices in a (�Qual;�Forb; m)-VCS and let D be any n � t boolean matrix.The collections of matrices C 00 = fM �D : M 2 C0g and C 01 = fM �D : M 2 C1g comprisea (�Qual;�Forb; m+ t)-VCS.3 Extended Visual Cryptography SchemesTo realize a VCS for an access structure � on a set of n participants we want to encode asecret image into n shares in such a way that the properties of De�nition 2.1 are satis�ed.In the case of EVCSs the n shares have to be innocent looking images. Therefore, we startwith n+ 1 images (the �rst n are associated with the n participants whereas the last is thesecret image) to obtain n shares that have to be still meaningful, that is, any user is ableto see the image in his transparency we started with. Hence, any technique to implementEVCSs has to take into consideration the colour of the pixel in the secret image we wantto obtain. In the following, we will refer to the colour of a white (black) pixel as a w pixel(b pixel). In general, we denote with Cc1���cnc , where c; c1; : : : ; cn 2 fb; wg, the collection ofmatrices from which the dealer chooses a matrix to encode, for i = 1; : : : ; n, a ci pixel inthe image associated to participants i in order to obtain a c pixel when the transparenciesassociated to a set X 2 �Qual are stacked together. Hence, to realize an EVCS we have toconstruct 2n pairs of such collections (Cc1���cnw ; Cc1���cnb ), one for each possible combination ofwhite and black pixels in the n original images.A participant P is isolated if fPg 2 �Qual, that is, if he can reconstruct the secret byhimself, without the concurrence of other participants. In this paper we assume that there isno isolated participant in the access structure. This assumption is not so strong as it couldseem, since it does not make sense to consider isolated participants in EVCS. If we allowaccess structure to contain isolated participants in EVCS, then this would mean that froma meaningful picture (the one held by the isolated participant) we are able to get the secretimage just looking at it, without performing any cryptographic computation. Clearly, thisis impossible, unless the picture held by the isolated participant is the secret itself. Hence,through this paper we assume that the access structures do not contain isolated participant.Moreover, we assume that no information is known on the pixels of the original images besidethat they can be either white or black. For instance, no probability distribution is knownon the pixels and no information like \a black pixel is more likely to occur than a whitepixel" is known. 5



An extended visual cryptography scheme for an access structure � is de�ned as follows.De�nition 3.1 Let (�Qual;�Forb) be an access structure on a set of n participants. A familyof 2n pairs of collections (multisets) of n�m boolean matrices n(Cc1���cnw ; Cc1���cnb )oc1;:::;cn2fb;wgconstitutes a weak (�Qual;�Forb; m)-EVCS if there exist values �(m) and ftXgX2�Qual satis-fying:1. Any (quali�ed) set X 2 �Qual can recover the shared image.Formally, for any X 2 �Qual and for any c1; : : : ; cn 2 fb; wg the threshold tX and therelative di�erence �(m) are such that for any M 2 Cc1���cnw we have that w(MX) �tX � �(m) �m; whereas, for any M 2 Cc1���cnb it results that w(MX) � tX .2. Any (forbidden) set X = fi1; : : : ; ipg 2 �Forb has no information on the shared image.Formally, for any ci1 ; : : : ; cip 2 fb; wg the pair of collections [i2f1;:::;ngnX [ci2fb;wgDc1 ;:::;cnt with t = fb; wg, where Dc1;:::;cnt is obtained by restricting each n�m matrixin Cc1;:::;cnt to rows i1; : : : ip, are indistinguishable in the sense that they contain thesame matrices with the same frequencies.3. After the original innocent looking images are encoded they are still meaningful, thatis, any user will recognize the image on his transparency.Formally, for any i 2 f1; : : : ; ng and any c1; : : : ; ci�1; ci+1; : : : ; cn 2 fb; wg it resultsthat minM2Mbw(Mi) > maxM2Mw w(Mi);where Mb = [c1;:::;ci�1 ;ci+1 ;:::;cn2fb;wgCc1���ci�1 bci+1 ���cnwand Mw = [c1 ;:::;ci�1 ;ci+1 ;:::;cn2fb;wgCc1 ���ci�1wci+1 ���cnw :The �rst condition states that a quali�ed set of users, belonging to �Qual, stacking theirtransparencies can correctly recover the secret image. The second condition is related tothe security of the scheme, it implies that by inspecting the shares and only the originalimages associated to a non quali�ed subset of participants one cannot gain any informationon the shared image. Finally, the third condition implies that the original images are not\modi�ed", that is, after we encode the n original innocent looking images by using the 2npairs of collections (Cc1���cnw ; Cc1���cnb ), where c1; : : : ; cn 2 fb; wg, any user will recognize theimage on his transparency.The dealer on input n + 1 images, that is, the images for the n participants and thesecret image, generates n shares to be distributed to the participants.We considered EVCS in which the 2n the pairs of collections n(Cc1���cnw ; Cc1���cnb )o, wherec1; : : : ; cn 2 fb; wg, have the same parameter m. This is not a restriction at all, butwe considered EVCS having the the same parameter m only to avoid overburdening thenotation. From an arbitrary EVCS we can obtain an EVCS having the same parameter mfor all the collections n(Cc1���cnw ; Cc1���cnb )o.Next example shows how to realize a 2 out of 2 weak EVCS.Example 3.2 The following collections Cc1c2c , where c; c1; c2 2 fb; wg, realize a 2 out of 2weak EVCS. 6



Cwww = (" 10011010 #) Cwwb = (" 10010110 # ; " 01011010 #)Cwbw = (" 10011011 # ; " 01010111 # ; " 01010111 #) Cwbb = (" 10010111 # ; " 01011011 #)Cbww = (" 10111010 # ; " 01110110 # ; " 11100110 #) Cbwb = (" 10110110 # ; " 01111010 #)Cbbw = (" 10111011 # ; " 01110111 #) Cbbb = (" 10110111 # ; " 01111011 # ; " 11100111 #) :Notice that for any choice of c1; c2 2 fb; wg and for anyM 2 Cc1c2w we have that w(Mf1;2g) =3; whereas for any M 2 Cc1c2b it results that w(Mf1;2g) = 4. Therefore, Property 1. of De�-nition 3.1 is satis�ed and the participants 1 and 2 can recover the shared image. Moreover,for i = 1; 2 and c; c1; c2 2 fb; wg, let Dc1c2c;i be the set of vectors obtained by restricting eachmatrix in Cc1c2c to row i. We have that:Dwww;1 [ Dwbw;1 = f[1001]; [1001]; [0101]; [0101]g = Dwwb;1 [ Dwbb;1Dbww;1 [ Dbbw;1 = f[1011]; [0111]; [1110]; [1011]; [0111]g = Dbwb;1 [ Dbbb;1Dwww;2 [ Dbww;2 = f[1010]; [1010]; [0110]; [0110]g = Dwwb;2 [ Dbwb;2Dwbw;2 [ Dbbw;2 = f[1011]; [0111]; [0111]; [1011]; [0111]g = Dwbb;2 [ Dbbb;2:Hence, Property 2. of De�nition 3.1 is satis�ed and any participant cannot gain any infor-mation on the shared image.Finally, for c 2 fb; wg and for i = 1; 2, if ci = w then w(Mi) = 2; whereas if ci = bthen w(Mi) = 3. Thus, Property 3. of De�nition 3.1 is satis�ed and any participant willrecognize the original innocent looking image on his transparency. 43.1 A Stronger Model for EVCSIn the previous section we dealt with extended visual cryptography schemes in which theparticipants in a forbidden set cannot gain any information on the shared image by inspect-ing their shares and the original images associated to them. We can consider a strongersecurity condition by stating that by inspecting the shares associated to a non quali�edsubset of participants one cannot gain any information on the shared image, even thoughhe knows the original images of all n participants we started with. So, given an accessstructure (�Qual;�Forb), we de�ne a (�Qual;�Forb; m)-EVCS as follows.De�nition 3.3 Let (�Qual;�Forb) be an access structure on a set of n participants. A(�Qual;�Forb; m)-EVCS is a weak (�Qual;�Forb; m)-EVCS with the following additional prop-erty:1. For any choices of c1; : : : ; cn 2 fb; wg, the pair of collections (Cc1���cnw ; Cc1���cnb ) consti-tutes a (�Qual;�Forb; m)-VCS. 7



The �rst condition is related to the security of the scheme, it implies that by inspecting theimages associated to a non quali�ed subset of participants one cannot gain any informationon the shared image, even though they know the original images of all n participants westarted with. This is due to the fact that, for any c1; : : : ; cn 2 fb; wg, the pair of col-lections (Cc1���cnw ; Cc1���cnb ) constitutes a visual cryptography scheme. The second conditionimplies that a quali�ed set of users, belonging to �Qual, stacking their transparencies cancorrectly recover the secret image and that the original images are not \modi�ed", thatis, after we encode the n original innocent looking images by using the 2n pairs of collec-tions (Cc1���cnw ; Cc1���cnb ), where c1; : : : ; cn 2 fb; wg, any user will recognize the image on histransparency.It is worthwhile to notice that for any X 2 �Qual and for any c1; : : : ; cn 2 fb; wg thethreshold tX and the relative di�erence �(m) satisfy tX � tc1���cnX and tc1���cnX ��c1 ���cn(m)�m �tX��(m)�m, where tc1���cnX is the threshold associated to setX and �c1���cn(m) is the relativedi�erence of the (�Qual;�Forb; m)-VCS represented by the pair of collections (Cc1���cnw ; Cc1���cnb ).It is easy to see that the 2 out of 2 EVCS given in Example 3.2 does not satisfy thestronger conditions of De�nition 3.4. Indeed, any pairs of collections Cc1c2w and Cc1c2b , wherec1; c2 2 fb; wg, does not form a 2 out of 2 threshold VCS as Property 2. of De�nition 2.1 isnot satis�ed..The next example shows how to realize a 2 out of 2 threshold EVCS. This scheme isrealized using the general construction presented in Section 4. The resulting family of pairsof collections of matrices are the same as that proposed in [8].Example 3.4 The collections Cc1c2c , where c; c1; c2 2 fb; wg, of a 2 out of 2 threshold EVCSare obtained by permuting the columns of the following matrices.Swww = " 10011010 # and Swwb = " 10010110 #Swbw = " 10011011 # and Swbb = " 10010111 #Sbww = " 10111010 # and Sbwb = " 10110110 #Sbbw = " 10111011 # and Sbbb = " 10110111 # : 4In this paper we consider only schemes satisfying the conditions of De�nition 3.4 as itis generally better to use the strongest security condition in designing any cryptographicprotocol.4 A General Construction for Extended VCSOur general construction uses hypergraph colourings. We begin with some relevant def-initions. A hypergraph is a pair of the form (X;B), where B � 2X . (In other words, ahypergraph is a set of subsets of a given set.) Members of X are called vertices and mem-bers of B are called edges. (In the case where every edge has cardinality two, a hypergraphis in fact a graph.) 8



A q-colouring of a hypergraph H = (X;B) is a function � : X ! f1; : : : ; qg such thatjf�(x) : x 2 Bgj � 2for all B 2 B such that jBj � 2. (In other words, every edge having at least two verticescontains at least two vertices receiving di�erent colours.) The chromatic number of H ,denoted �(H), is the minimum integer q such that a q-colouring of H exists.We will have more to say about chromatic numbers of hypergraphs later on, but fornow we observe that �(H) � jX j for any hypergraph H = (X;B). This is easily seenby assigning a di�erent colour to every vertex. (This colouring will be called the trivialcolouring.)Our general construction for extended VCS, which we present in Figure 1, uses anarbitrary q-colouring � of the hypergraph (P ;�0). In this construction, we describe howto encode n pixels, one for each of the input images, to obtain a pixel of the secret image.Clearly, to encode the whole images we repeat the protocol of Figure 1 on all the pixels inthe images.Input:1. An access structure (�Qual;�Forb) on a set P of n participants.2. The basis matrices S0 and S1 of a (�Qual;�Forb;m)-VCS.3. The colours c1; : : : ; cn 2 fb; wg of the pixels in the original n images.4. The colour c 2 fb; wg of the pixel of the secret image the dealer wants toshare.5. A q-colouring � of the hypergraph (P;�0).Generation of the n shares:1. Construct an n� q matrix D as follows:For i = 1 to n doif ci = b then set all entries of row i of D to 1.else set entry (i; �(i)) of D to 0 and set all remaining entries ofrow i to 1.2. The collection Cc1���cnc is constructed by considering the matrices obtainedby permuting, in all possible ways, the columns of the matrixSc1 ���cnc = � S0 �D if c = wS1 �D if c = b.3. Let M be a matrix randomly chosen in Cc1���cnc .Output: The matrixM .Figure 1. The protocol to generate the shares for EVCSsIn the previous protocol the collections Cc1���cnc are obtained by permuting, in all possibleways, the columns of the matrix Sc1���cnc . Because of Lemma 2.3 we do not need to permute9



the columns of the matrix D in step 2. Even though we use more random bits, we preferto permute all the columns to achieve more uniform distribution of the subpixels.The construction presented in Example 3.4 used the trivial 2-colouring of the hypergraph(f1; 2g; ff1; 2gg) and it is based on a 2 out of 2 threshold VCS described by the followingbasis matrices: S0 = " 1010 # and S1 = " 1001 # :The matrix D we concatenated to S0 and S1 to obtain the collections Cc1c2c , where c; c1; c2 2fb; wg, is constructed as followsD = 8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
" 0110 # if c1 = c2 = w" 0111 # if c1 = w and c2 = b" 1110 # if c1 = b and c2 = w" 1111 # if c1 = c2 = b.Here is another small example to illustrate the construction.Example 4.1 Let P = f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g and let �Qual = cl(�0), where �0 = ff1; 2; 3; 4g; f1; 5gg.Assume that �Forb = 2Pn�Qual. A visual cryptography scheme for (�Qual;�Forb) can beobtained using the following basis matrices.S0 = 2666664 0000111100110011010101010110100100001111 3777775 S1 = 2666664 0000111100110011010101011001011011110000 3777775 :Let H = (P ;�0). Now it is not hard to see that �(H) = 2. For example, if we de�ne�(1) = 1 and �(2) = �(3) = �(4) = �(5) = 2, then � is a 2-colouring.Therefore the collections Cwbwwww and Cwbwwwb are obtained by permuting the columns ofthe following basis matrices Swbwwww and Swbwwwb , respectively.Swwbwww = 2666664 00001111010011001111010101011001101001100000111110 3777775 Swwbwww = 2666664 00001111010011001111010101011010010110101111000010 3777775 : 410



Let us now show that the construction given in Figure 1 actually produces an ex-tended VCS. First we observe that, by Lemma 2.3, it results that any pair of collec-tions (Cc1���cnw ; Cc1���cnb ) constitutes a VCS for (�Qual;�Forb). This implies that the extendedvisual cryptography scheme so obtained is secure as, for any c1; : : : ; cn 2 fb; wg andfor any X = fi1; : : : ; ijXjg 2 �Forb, it results that Sc1���cnw [X ] = Sc1���cnb [X ] (i.e., for anyc1; : : : ; cn 2 fb; wg the two collections of the jX j � (m+ q) matrices obtained by restrictingeach n� (m+ q) matrix in Cc1���cnw and Cc1���cnb to rows i1; i2; : : : ; ijXj are indistinguishable inthe sense that they contain the same matrices with the same frequencies).Next, we claim that for any c1; : : : ; cn 2 fb; wg and for any X 2 �Qual the or of therows of the matrix D corresponding to participants in X has weight w(DX) = q. Supposethat this is not the case. Then some component of DX is zero, say the jth component. Itfollows that �(i1) = : : : = �(ijXj) = j, which contradicts the fact that � is a q-colouring ofthe hypergraph (P ;�0).This implies that for any c1; : : : ; cn 2 fb; wg, for any M 2 Cc1���cnw , and any M̂ 2 Cc1���cnbit results that w(M̂X) � tX + q andw(MX) � tX + q � �0(m+ q) � (m+ q);where �0(m+ q) = �(m) �m=(m+ q);tX is the threshold of the scheme for (�Qual;�Forb) we start with, and �(m) is the relativedi�erence satisfying De�nition 2.2 for the access structures (�Qual;�Forb) when we use theVCS based on the basis matrices S0 and S1. Therefore, when transparencies associated toparticipants in a set X 2 �Qual are stacked together the secret image will be visible.Finally, notice that even though the n original images are modi�ed they are still mean-ingful as, for i = 1; : : : ; n, a white pixel in the image of the i-th participant is encoded intom + q sub-pixels of which w(S0i ) + q � 1 are black; whereas, a black pixel in the image ofthe i-th participants is encoded into m + q sub-pixels of which w(S1i ) + q = w(S0i ) + q areblack. Therefore, participant i is still able to distinguish the image on his transparency.Therefore, the next theorem holds.Theorem 4.2 Let (�Qual;�Forb) be an access structure on a set P of n participants. Ifthere exists a (�Qual;�Forb; m)-VCS constructed using basis matrices and a q-colouring ofthe hypergraph (P ;�0), then there exists a (�Qual;�Forb; m+ q)-EVCS.5 ApplicationsIn the construction of Figure 1, we would like to minimize q, i.e., by taking q = �(H) whereH = (P ;�0). In general, however, it is an NP-hard problem to compute the chromaticnumber of a hypergraph. In particular, determining if a hypergraph has chromatic numberequal to two is already an NP-complete problem. Even if we restrict our attention o tographs, the situation is not much better, as it is NP-complete to determine if a graph haschromatic number equal to three. It is NP-hard even to compute an approximation of thechromatic number of a graph. In fact, recently in [7] it has been proved that for some � > 0it is NP-hard to approximate the chromatic number of graphs with n vertices by a factorof n�. Moreover, is has been shown that for every � > 0 the chromatic number cannot beapproximated by a factor of n1=5�� unless NP = ZPP . Other results on the hardness ofapproximating the chromatic number can be found in [4].11



However, we can make use of some known results to get upper bounds and/or exactvalues of � for some interesting classes of access structures. As well, for \small" accessstructures it is not too di�cult to compute the chromatic number.As far as general bounds are concerned, there is an upper bound on � which dependson a suitable de�nition of \maximum degree" of a hypergraph. Suppose H = (X;B) is ahypergraph. For a vertex x 2 X , de�ne the degree of x to bed(x) = maxfjAj : A � B; E \ F = fxg for all E; F 2 A; E 6= Fg:(Note that if H is a graph then the de�nition of d(x) reduces to the usual graph-theoreticde�nition of the degree of x.) Then de�ne dmax(H) = maxfd(x) : x 2 Xg. Notice that forany hypergraph H = (P ;�0) we have that dmax(H) � j�0j.The following result can be found in [5, p. 431], for example.Theorem 5.1 Suppose H is a hypergraph. Then �(H) � dmax(H) + 1.Note that this result reduces to the well-known Vizing's Theorem when H is a graph.5.1 Threshold SchemesOne case of interest is a threshold access structure. Let (�Qual;�Forb) be the access structureof a k out of n threshold scheme. The basis consists of all k-subsets of an n-set. Thishypergraph is called the complete uniform hypergraph Kkn. It is not hard to see that thechromatic number is �(Kkn) = d nk�1 e. In fact a function � : f1; : : : ; ng ! f1; : : : ; qg will bea q-colouring of Kkn if and only if j��1(j)j � k � 1 for 1 � j � q.Hence, the next theorem holds.Theorem 5.2 Let (�Qual;�Forb) be a (k; n)-threshold access structure. If there exists a(�Qual;�Forb; m)-VCS constructed using basis matrices then there exists a (�Qual;�Forb; m+d nk�1 e)-EVCS.Results on VCS for threshold access structures can be found in [1] and [8]. The nextcorollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.2 and [8, Lemma 3].Corollary 5.3 Let (�Qual;�Forb) be an (n; n)-threshold access structure. Then there existsa (�Qual;�Forb; 2n�1 + 2)-EVCS.Here is another example.Example 5.4 Let (�Qual;�Forb) be a (3; 4)-threshold access structure. A visual cryptogra-phy scheme for (�Qual;�Forb) can be obtained using the following basis matrices presentedin [1]: S0 = 26664 000111001011001101001110 37775 S1 = 26664 111000110100110010110001 37775 :12



A 2-colouring of K34 can be obtained by de�ning �(1) = �(2) = 1 and �(3) = �(4) = 2. Sowe will get an extended VCS with m = 8.The collections Cwwwww and Cwwwwb are obtained by permuting the columns of the basismatrices Swwwww and Swwwwb , respectively, whereSwwwww = 26664 00011101001011010011011000111010 37775 Swwwww = 26664 11100001110100011100101011000110 37775 : 45.2 Complete Bipartite GraphsSuppose that the basis �0 is a complete bipartite graphKa;b. It is obvious that the chromaticnumber of any bipartite graph is equal to two. Also, it was shown in [1, Theorem 7.5] thatthere is a (�Qual;�Forb; 2)-VCS if (�Qual;�Forb) is the strong access structure with basis Ka;b.Applying Theorem 4.2, the following result is obtained.Theorem 5.5 Suppose that (�Qual;�Forb) is the strong access structure with basis Ka;b.Then there exists a (�Qual;�Forb; 4)-EVCS.AcknowledgementsWe would like to thank Carmine Di Marino who implemented the techniques presented inthis paper and provided us with the images depicted in the Appendix.References[1] G. Ateniese, C. Blundo, A. De Santis, and D. R. Stinson, Visual Cryptography for GeneralAccess Structures, accepted for publication in Information and Computation. A preliminaryversion is also available from ECCC, Electronic Colloquium on Computational Complexity(TR96{012), wia WWW using http://www.eccc.uni-trier.de/eccc/.[2] G. Ateniese, C. Blundo, A. De Santis, and D. R. Stinson, Constructions and Bounds forVisual Cryptography, to appear in \23rd International Colloquium on Automata, Languagesand Programming" (ICALP '96), F. M. auf der Heide and B. Monien Eds., \Lecture Notes inComputer Science", Springer{Verlag, Berlin, 1996.[3] G. Ateniese, C. Blundo, A. De Santis, and D. R. Stinson, New Schemes for Visual Cryptog-raphy, preprint, 1996.[4] M. Bellare, O. Goldreich, and M. Sudan, Free Bits, PCPs and Non-Approximability { TowardsTight Results, Proceedings of the 36th IEEE Symp. on Foundations of Computer Science, pp.422{431, 1995.[5] C. Berge, Graphs and Hypergraphs (second edition), North-Holland, 1976.[6] S. Droste, New Results on Visual Cryptography, accepted for presentation at CRYPTO '96.[7] M. F�urer, Improving Hardness Results for Approximating the Chromatic Number, Proceedingsof the 36th IEEE Symp. on Foundations of Computer Science, pp. 414{421, 1995.13



[8] M. Naor and A. Shamir, Visual Cryptography, in \Advances in Cryptology { Eurocrypt '94",A. De Santis Ed., Vol. 950 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, pp.1{12, 1995.
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AppendixExample of an Extended Visual Cryptography SchemeIn this appendix an example of the secret image, the shares corresponding to singleparticipants, and few groups of participants are depicted. The family of quali�ed sets is�Qual = ff1; 2g; f2; 3g; f1; 2; 3g:All remaining subsets of participants are forbidden.Secret Image
Share of participant 1 Share of participant 2

Share of participant 3
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Image of participants 1 and 2 Image of participants 2 and 3
Image of participants 1, 2, and 3
Image of participants 1 and 3
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